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Abstract

We apply Fe K-edge extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy and pair distribution function
(PDF) analysis of high-energy X-ray scattering to investigate the effects of bivalent cation–oxyanion pairs on the structure
of Fe(III) precipitates formed from the oxidation of Fe(II) generated by the electrolytic dissolution of Fe(0) electrodes. We
found that Fe(II) oxidation in the presence of weakly adsorbing electrolytes (NaCl, CaCl2, MgCl2) leads to pseudo-lepidocro-
cite (Lp; c-FeOOH), a poorly crystalline version of Lp with low sheet-stacking coherence. In the absence of bivalent cations, P
and As(V) have similar uptake behavior, but different effects on the average Fe(III) precipitate structure: pseudo-Lp domi-
nates in the presence of P, whereas a disordered ferrihydrite-like precipitate akin to hydrous ferric oxide (HFO) is the dom-
inant phase that forms in the presence of As(V). Despite its lower affinity for Fe(III) precipitates, Si leads to Si-HFO in all
conditions tested. The presence of 1 mM Ca2+ or Mg2+ enhances oxyanion uptake, destabilizes the colloidally stable oxyan-
ion-bearing particle suspensions and, in some P and As(V) electrolytes, results in more crystalline precipitates. The trends in
oxyanion uptake and Fe(III) precipitate structure in the presence of Ca2+/Mg2+ suggest a systematic decrease in the strength
of bivalent cation:oxyanion interaction in the order of Ca2+ > Mg2+ and P > As(V)� Si. Using the PDF technique, we iden-
tify the polyhedral linkages that contribute to the intermediate structures (>6 Å) of disordered, nanoscale oxyanion-bearing
Fe(III) precipitate samples. Our results suggest that oxyanions present during Fe(III) polymerization bind to corner-sharing
Fe surface sites leading to a precipitate surface deficient in corner-sharing Fe, whereas the edge- and corner-sharing Fe sites in
the precipitate core likely remain intact.
� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. INTRODUCTION

Due to their large reactive surface area and high affinity
for adsorbing contaminants and nutrients, Fe(III)
0016-7037/$ - see front matter � 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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(oxyhydr)oxides play an important role in controlling the
fate and bioavailability of solutes in natural and engineered
systems. For example, at natural Fe redox boundaries such
as hyporheic zones and hydrothermal vents, Fe(III)
(oxyhydr)oxides formed from Fe(II) oxidation efficiently
immobilize contaminants and nutrients like P and Si (Kuhn
and Sigg, 1993; Rancourt et al., 2001; Caetano and Vale,
2002). Electrocoagulation (EC) is an analogous engineered
water treatment system that is based on the electrolytic dis-
solution of an Fe(0) anode, producing Fe(II), which is oxi-
dized rapidly to insoluble Fe(III) by dissolved oxygen at
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near-neutral pH (Stumm and Lee, 1961; Lakshmanan et al.,
2009). The Fe(III) ions polymerize in situ, creating Fe(III)
precipitates with a high ion sorption affinity. The EC cell
is akin to an engineered redox boundary where the rates
of Fe(II) production and oxidation can be controlled,
resulting in reactive Fe(III) precipitates (Li et al., 2012;
van Genuchten et al., 2012). Electrocoagulation of Fe is
also exploited for effective and low-cost water treatment
of contaminants such as arsenic (Kumar et al., 2004;
Lakshmanan et al., 2010; Amrose et al., 2013). Due to wide-
spread arsenic contamination of groundwater, particularly
in South Asia (Nordstrom, 2002), the uptake of arsenic dur-
ing Fe(III) precipitation strongly motivates EC research.

By interfering with Fe(III) polymerization, ions com-
mon in natural waters (P, As(V), Si, Ca2+, Mg2+) can mod-
ify properties of the resulting precipitate such as the local
bonding environment, mineral phase, crystallinity, and ar-
senic uptake mechanism (Waychunas et al., 1993; Rose
et al., 1996; Doelsch et al., 2000; Pokrovski et al., 2003;
Voegelin et al., 2010). Major dissolved species can also alter
particle surface charge, which strongly influences particle
aggregation and settling velocity (Sposito, 2008). These
structural properties govern the macroscopic behavior
and reactivity of Fe(III) (oxyhydr)oxides coprecipitated
with arsenic and other ions. Therefore, knowledge of the
structural effects and uptake behavior of major solutes is
necessary to better understand contaminant and nutrient
transport in natural systems. This information is also cru-
cial to predict the performance of EC-based water treat-
ment systems.

Bivalent cations (Ca2+, Mg2+) and oxyanions (P, As(V),
Si) are ubiquitous in natural waters, yet their interdepen-
dent effects on the structure and reactivity of Fe(III) copre-
cipitates have only received attention recently. Voegelin
et al. (2010) applied X-ray absorption spectroscopy
(XAS) at the P, Ca, and Fe K-edges to investigate the for-
mation of Fe(III) precipitates in the presence of Ca2+ and P
at levels typical of South Asian groundwater. The authors
showed that the tendency of P to form P–O–Ca linkages
can reduce crystal growth poisoning normally caused by
the formation of P–O–Fe bonds during P uptake. However,
the interaction between Ca2+ and As(V) and its effect on
Fe(III) polymerization in analogous Fe(III)–As(V)–Ca sys-
tems remain unclear. The observed increase in As(V) up-
take by Fe(III) (oxyhydr)oxides in the presence Ca2+ has
been attributed to several mechanisms ranging from the
formation of direct Ca–O–As(V) linkages (Jia and Demo-
poulos, 2008; Guan et al., 2009; Kanematsu et al., 2013)
to non-specific interactions such as Ca2+-induced neutral-
ization of particle surface charge (Wilkie and Hering,
1996; Stachowicz et al., 2008) or compression of the repul-
sive double layer (Masue et al., 2007). Some research has
focused on the interaction of ion pairs involving Mg2+ or
Si during adsorption to preformed Fe(III) minerals
(Kanematsu et al., 2010, 2013; Stachowicz et al., 2008),
but spectroscopic and X-ray scattering studies that probe
systematically Fe(III) precipitate formation in binary elec-
trolytes containing ion pairs involving either Mg2+ or Si
(i.e. Mg–As(V), Mg–P, Si–Ca, Si–Mg) are largely absent
from the literature.
In this research we begin by determining the macro-
scopic behavior and structure of EC precipitates generated
in weakly-adsorbing background electrolytes. Next, we
amend the electrolyte with a range of single oxyanion con-
centrations to compare the uptake and structural effects of
P, As(V), and Si. Finally, we add either 1 mM Ca2+ or
1 mM Mg2+ to each of the single oxyanion electrolytes to
investigate the bivalent cation–oxyanion interaction and
its effect on the structure and reactivity of EC precipitates.
By varying the composition of each electrolyte systemati-
cally, we can interpret the interaction of each ion pair (P–
Ca, P–Mg, As(V)–Ca, As(V)–Mg, Si–Ca, Si–Mg) during
Fe(II) oxidation and Fe(III) polymerization in model sys-
tems. Our study represents a significant contribution to
understanding the formation of Fe(III) precipitates in more
complex, but well defined binary electrolytes. These matri-
ces may be more representative of natural systems than sin-
gle solute electrolytes, but still permit the interpretation of
the interdependent effects of each ion.

The structure and sorption reactivity of EC precipitates
are investigated by integrating wet chemical measurements
and complementary synchrotron-based X-ray techniques:
Fe K-edge extended X-ray absorption fine structure
(EXAFS) spectroscopy and pair distribution function
(PDF) analysis of high-energy X-ray scattering data. EX-
AFS spectroscopy yields element-specific information that
is limited to the short-ranged coordination about the
absorbing atom (<6 Å). The PDF technique yields quanti-
tative structural information from all atomic pairs within
the coherently scattering structure and is thus sensitive to
both short- and long-ranged order (Egami and Billinge,
2003; Proffen et al., 2003). Real-space resolution is also im-
proved in the PDF due to the large scattering vector value
accessible with high-energy X-rays (Petkov, 2005).
However, the PDF technique is not element-specific and
its fitting routine has been criticized as being poorly con-
strained, especially for nanocrystalline material (Manceau,
2009, 2011).

To more precisely guide the interpretation of EC precip-
itate characterization data, we report the EXAFS and PDF
analyses of a suite of Fe(III) reference minerals. Pair distri-
bution function refinements have been reported previously
for 2-line ferrihydrite (Michel et al., 2007a, 2010), but not
for goethite (a-FeOOH), lepidocrocite (c-FeOOH), or sco-
rodite (FeAsO4�2H2O) to our knowledge. Our study is one
of the few to date (Toner et al., 2012) to combine the EX-
AFS and PDF techniques to examine the local and interme-
diate-ranged structures of Fe(III) precipitate samples.
Guided by the PDF refinements of reference minerals, we
identify the Fe polyhedral connections (edge-/corner-shar-
ing) that give rise to pair correlations beyond those re-
ported previously for Fe(III) precipitates using EXAFS
spectroscopy (>6 Å). Knowledge of the polyhedral linkages
that contribute to the intermediate-ranged structure of our
samples constrains and simplifies the interpretation of the
EXAFS spectra, which is difficult to do for nanoparticles
such as oxyanion-bearing HFO, where multiple overlap-
ping scattering paths (e.g. edge-/corner-sharing Fe–Fe,
Fe–P/As/Si) contribute to the broad second-shell peak in
the Fourier transform.
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Preparation of electrolytes

Stock solutions of reagent grade Na2HAsO4�7H2O
(10 mM), Na2HPO4�7H2O (10 mM), Na2SiO3�5H2O
(10 mM), CaCl2 (100 mM), MgCl2�6H2O (100 mM), and
NaCl (100 mM) were added to 18 MX Millipore water to
generate all electrolytes. The concentrations of P, Si, Ca2+

and Mg2+ used in our study are chosen to represent typical
values in South Asian groundwater (BGS, 2001). The As(V)
concentrations reflect a range of values associated with ar-
senic-contamination from geogenic sources (e.g. South
Asian groundwater, hydrothermal vents) (Rancourt et al.,
2001; Rahman, 2002) and anthropogenic sources (e.g. metal
refinement and mining activities) (Han et al., 2003). The
sample naming convention followed in this work lists the
initial amount of oxyanion (lM) in the electrolyte, along
with the bivalent cation if present (i.e. sample As50+Ca
represents the Fe(III) precipitates generated in an electro-
lyte containing initial concentrations of 50 lM As(V) and
1 mM Ca2+). Samples generated in background electrolytes
containing no oxyanions (NaCl, CaCl2, MgCl2) are herein
designated as BgE samples. In experiments involving single
oxyanions, 4 mM NaCl was added to facilitate charge
transfer during electrolysis. The pH was adjusted to
7.5 ± 0.3 with 0.01 or 0.1 M NaOH or HCl prior to elec-
trolysis under vigorous stirring, in part to prevent the for-
mation of SiO4 polymers in electrolytes containing Si
(Roberts et al., 2004). According to speciation calculations
preformed with Visual Minteq (Gustafsson, 2013) (see Sec-
tion EA1 and Fig. EA1 of the Electronic Annex), the dom-
inant forms of P, As(V), Si, and if present Ca2+ and Mg2+

are HPO42- (�60–70%), HAsO42- (�85%), H4SiO4

(�100%), Ca2+ (�90–100%) and Mg2+ (85–100%),
respectively.

2.2. Electrocoagulation experiments

The EC cell set-up is described in van Genuchten et al.
(2012). Briefly, an acid-washed Fe(0) sheet anode (sub-
merged surface area of 12 cm2) and a Cu(0) mesh cathode
spaced 1 cm apart were inserted into 500 mL of electrolyte.
Precipitates were generated by applying a galvanostatic cur-
rent under ambient atmospheric conditions. This cell con-
figuration generates Fe(II) at the anode and H2(g) at the
cathode (Lakshmanan et al., 2009; Li et al., 2012). The
amount of Fe [mol] generated during EC is related to the
current (i [C/s]) by Faraday’s Law as follows: Fe = (i�te)/
(n�F), where te is the electrolysis time [s], n is the number
of transferred electrons, and F is Faraday’s constant
(96485 C/mol) (Bard and Faulkner, 2001). For all experi-
ments, a total iron concentration of 0.5 mM was generated
at a current density (j, current per unit submerged area of
electrode) of 2.5 mA/cm2 and an iron dosage rate (D,
amount of Fe added per time) of 0.83 lM/s.

After 10 min of electrolysis, the electrodes were removed
and the suspension was allowed to react for 2 h under con-
tinuous stirring. Throughout the duration of the experi-
ment, pH was measured and, if needed, adjusted to pH
7.5 ± 0.3. After the reaction stage, EC precipitates were
separated from solution using 0.1 or 0.45 lm filters. The fil-
tered solids of select samples were then prepared for charac-
terization experiments. Concentrations of aqueous Fe, As,
P, Si, Ca, and Mg in the initial electrolyte and clear filtrate
were determined using a Perkin Elmer 5300 DV inductively
coupled plasma optical emission spectrometer (ICP-OES).
Solids ratios [mol:mol] were determined by taking the dif-
ference between measured values of the initial electrolyte
and filtered solution normalized by the amount of added
Fe. All experiments were replicated at least twice, with
the chemical conditions used for most characterization
experiments (Table 1) replicated at least three times. In sep-
arate experiments, after the 2 h reaction stage, the particle
suspension was left to settle by gravity for 1 h (unstirred).
An aliquot of sample was taken approximately 1–2 cm be-
low the surface of the suspension using a wide-mouthed syr-
inge before and after the 1 h settling time for turbidity
measurements (Hach 2100 N Turbidimeter).

2.3. Synthesis of reference materials

Goethite (Goe; a-FeOOH), lepidocrocite (Lp; c-FeO-
OH), and 2-line ferrihydrite (2LFh) were prepared follow-
ing Schwertmann and Cornell (1991). Scorodite (Scor;
FeAsO4�2H2O) was synthesized following Paktunc et al.
(2008). Details regarding the synthesis of these minerals ap-
pear in Section EA2.

2.4. Extended X-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy

The mass of sample collected on filters as wet pastes was
optimized for EXAFS measurements in transmission mode
(Kelly et al., 2008). Spectra were collected at beam lines 4-1
and 4-3 of the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource
(SSRL, Menlo Park, CA) under typical ring conditions of
350 mA at 3.0 GeV. All samples were housed in a liquid
nitrogen (77 K) cryostat during data collection. Fe K-edge
spectra were simultaneously recorded in both transmission
and fluorescence modes out to a reciprocal space value of
14–15 Å�1. An Fe foil (7111.25 eV) was simultaneously
measured during data collection to calibrate the X-ray
energy. Second order harmonics were eliminated with
harmonic rejection mirrors (4-3) or by detuning the
Si(220) double crystal monochromator (phi 90) 20–40%
(4-1).

Theoretical curve fitting was carried out from 1 to 4 Å in
R+DR-space using the SixPack software (Webb, 2005),
which is based on IFEFFIT algorithms (Newville, 2001).
Scattering paths used in the fits were derived from the
first-shell Fe–O and second-shell edge- and corner-sharing
Fe–Fe linkages of goethite (Gualtieri and Venturelli,
1999). An Fe–As scattering path corresponding to corner-
sharing FeO6 and AsO4 polyhedra derived from the scoro-
dite structure (Kitahama et al., 1975) was also used in the
fits. In lieu of reporting the fit-derived coordination number
(N), we opt to report the fit-derived amplitude (A), which is
equivalent to the product of N and the passive electron
reduction factor, S0

2 (see Section EA3). Fitting variables
typically included A, the change in threshold energy



Table 1
Names, initial compositions, and solids ratios for samples in EXAFS and PDF experiments.

Sample Initial composition (lM) Solids ratio (mol/mol)

As P Si Ca Mg As SD P SD Si SD Ca SD Mg SD

NaCl – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
CaCl2 – – – 1000 – – – – – – – 0.10 0.06 – –
MgCl2 – – – – 1000 – – – – – – – – 0.26 0.04
As50 50 – – – – 0.10 <0.01 – – – – – – – –
As50+Ca 50 – – 1000 – 0.10 <0.01 – – – – 0.15 0.06 – –
As50+Mg 50 – – – 1000 0.10 <0.01 – – – – – – 0.18 *

As150 150 – – – – 0.25 0.03 – – – – – – – –
As150+Ca 150 – – 1000 – 0.30 <0.01 – – – – 0.21 0.08 – –
As150+Mg 150 – – – 1000 0.29 <0.01 – – – – – – 0.31 *

P50 – 50 – – – – – 0.09 <0.01 – – – – – –
P50+Ca – 50 – 1000 – – – 0.10 <0.01 – – 0.12 * – –
P50+Mg – 50 – – 1000 – – 0.10 <0.01 – – – – 0.30 *

P150 – 150 – – – – – 0.23 0.03 – – – – – –
P150+Ca – 150 – 1000 – – – 0.29 <0.01 – – 0.30 * – –
P150+Mg – 150 – – 1000 – – 0.30 <0.01 – – – – 0.35 *

Si250 – – 250 – – – – – – 0.21 0.02 – – – –
Si250+Ca – – 250 1000 – – – – – 0.26 * 0.12 * – –
Si250+Mg – – 250 – 1000 – – – – 0.25 * – – 0.21 *

Si7150 – – 750 – – – – – – 0.35 0.04 – – – –
Si750+Ca – – 750 1000 – – – – – 0.46 0.06 0.20 0.07 – –
Si750+Mg – – 750 – 1000 – – – – 0.50 0.04 – – 0.27 0.04

The “SD” column represents the standard deviation of the mean solids ratio of 3 or more replicates. Boxes with an (*) in the SD column
highlight ions that were measured in duplicate.
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(DE0), interatomic distance (R), and the mean squared dis-
placement parameter (r2). In addition to fitting reference
minerals, we carried out shell-by-shell fits of the EXAFS
spectra of representative samples (Section EA3 and
Fig. EA2). The goodness-of-fit was evaluated using the
R-factor or the reduced-chi-square (vm

2) value. A statisti-
cally significant change in the final vmf

2 value when com-
pared with the initial final vmi

2 value is greater than two
standard deviations (i.e. (vmi

2/vmf
2) � 1 P 2(2/m)0.5, where

m is the degrees of freedom) (Kelly et al., 2008). Additional
details describing EXAFS sample preparation, data collec-
tion, reduction, and analysis are provided in Section EA3.

2.5. Pair distribution function analysis of high-energy X-ray

scattering

High-energy X-ray scattering experiments were carried
out on beam line 11 ID-B of the Advanced Photon Source
at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL; Argonne, IL).
Data were collected out to a Q value near 29 Å�1 at room
temperature using 58.9 keV (k = 0.2128 Å) X-rays. Mea-
sured scattering patterns corrected for sample-to-detector
distance, tilt angle of the detector with respect to the direc-
tion of the incident beam, and X-ray polarization were inte-
grated radially and converted to 1D plots of the scattering
intensity versus scattering angle using the program Fit2D
(Hammersley et al., 1996). The total structure function,
S(Q), and the PDF, g(r), were obtained using the program
PDFgetX2 (Farrow et al., 2007) using standard correction
and normalization procedures, including those to correct
for image-plate geometry (Chupas et al., 2003).
The starting structures used for the PDF refinements of
reference materials were based on the crystal structure of
goethite (Gualtieri and Venturelli, 1999), lepidocrocite
(Wyckoff, 1963), 2-line ferrihydrite (Michel et al., 2007a)
and scorodite (Kitahama et al., 1975). Structural variables
refined over the R-range of 1–25 Å in the PDFs of crystal-
line reference minerals typically included the lattice con-
stants (a, b, c), isotropic displacement parameters (U),
and scale factor. For the refinement of 2LFh, the lattice
constants, atomic positions and site occupancies, U values,
and correlated atomic motion (d) value were taken from a
previous 2LFh refinement (Michel et al., 2007a) and were
held constant while the scale factor, and peak broadening
(Qbroad) were refined over the R-range of 1–20 Å. The good-
ness-of-fit for all refinements was evaluated using the
weighted agreement factor, Rw (Egami and Billinge,
2003). Additional information regarding data collection
and our analysis routine appear in Section EA4 of the Elec-
tronic Annex.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Macroscopic properties of EC precipitate suspensions

3.1.1. Turbidity

The initial and final turbidity of a subset of EC precipi-
tate samples, together with the corresponding oxyanion
percent removal from the supernatant solution, appear in
Fig. 1. The suspension of precipitates generated in the
weakly-adsorbing background electrolytes (BgE; NaCl,
CaCl2, MgCl2) is dark orange with high initial turbidity
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after the reaction. The large aggregated flocs settle quickly
leading to <1 NTU final turbidity after 1 h of settling
(Fig. 1). When filtered and dried, the BgE samples form
densely-aggregated, dark red spherical particles. Variations
in the initial turbidity of EC precipitate samples with simi-
lar mass but different chemical composition may be
explained by floc density, a property to which turbidity
measurements are insensitive. In contrast to the BgE sam-
ples, the presence of oxyanions leads to translucent light
yellow suspensions with no visible flocs and lower initial
turbidity. The colloidally stable suspensions generated in
electrolytes containing initial concentrations of 150 lM P,
150 lM As(V), or 750 lM Si (i.e. samples P150, As150,
Si750) showed little change in turbidity after the 1 h settling
time. The presence of 1 mM Ca2+ or Mg2+ in the oxyanion
electrolyte samples leads to cloudy suspensions with a
greater initial turbidity than the individual oxyanion sam-
ples, but smaller visible flocs than the BgE suspensions.
The low turbidity in these samples after 1 h of settling indi-
cates that bivalent cations promote the aggregation of crys-
tallites into visible flocs that settle quickly, even in the
presence of high levels of oxyanions. When filtered and
dried, the high oxyanion-bearing samples form thin, beige
flakes that were visually observed to be loosely aggregated.

3.1.2. Ion uptake and molar composition of EC precipitates

Fig. 2 presents ion removal as a function of initial oxy-
anion concentration in the presence or absence of 1 mM
Ca2+ or Mg2+. In the absence of Ca2+ or Mg2+, P and
As(V) exhibit similar removal behavior. Around 90%
removal of both P and As(V) is obtained for initial P or
As(V) 6100 lM (P50, P100, As50, As100 samples), whereas
a significant fraction of P or As(V) remains in solution as
the initial concentration increases. Normalizing P or
Fig. 1. Turbidity measurements as a function of the electrolyte chemistry
after 2 h reaction stage. Final turbidity measurements (solids bars) were
turbidity in the NaCl and CaCl2 samples). Percentages above final turbi
As(V) removal by the 0.5 mM Fe dosed leads to solid ratios
ranging from 0.09 to 0.4 mol:mol for initial P or As(V) val-
ues of 50–500 lM. In contrast, a significant fraction of Si
remains in solution after the reaction in all conditions with
and without Ca2+ or Mg2+. Lower solids ratios for Si
(0.06–0.35 mol:mol for initial concentrations of 50–
750 lM) are observed than for the same initial P or As(V)
concentrations, confirming the weaker affinity of Si for
Fe(III) mineral surfaces (Roberts et al., 2004).

The presence of Ca2+ or Mg2+ enhances both P and
As(V) removal, but this effect is larger for P than As(V),
especially at higher initial oxyanion concentrations. The
addition of 1 mM Ca2+ leads to >90% P removal for all
conditions tested. The corresponding uptake of Ca2+ also
increases with initial P, approaching 1:1 stoichiometric re-
moval of Ca2+ and P at the highest initial P values.
Although Mg2+ also enhances P removal, the effect is less
pronounced. Only 70% removal of the highest initial P va-
lue is observed in the presence of Mg2+, and the corre-
sponding removal of Mg2+ is not stoichiometric.

The As(V):Fe solids ratio at the highest initial As(V)
concentration increases by approximately 66% in the pres-
ence of Ca2+, but over 30% of the initial 500 lM As(V) con-
centration remains in solution after the reaction. The
corresponding uptake of Ca2+ increases with initial
As(V), reaching 1.4 and 1.5 As(V):Ca2+ for the highest
As(V) samples. The presence of Mg2+ enhances As(V) re-
moval, and the corresponding removal of Mg2+ increases
with initial As(V), but both to a lesser extent than Ca2+.

The presence of Ca2+ or Mg2+ enhances Si removal by
only a small percentage and there is no significant difference
between the effects of Ca2+ versus Mg2+. In line with this
result, the uptake of both Ca2+ and Mg2+ does not vary sig-
nificantly over the large range of initial Si concentrations
. Initial turbidity measurements (open bars) were taken immediately
taken after 1 h of settling (the x-axis thickness obscures the final

dity indicate oxyanion removal in the supernatant solution.



Fig. 2. Removal percentages of oxyanions and bivalent cations as
a function of initial oxyanion concentration. Solid symbols
represent oxyanion removal percentage, while open symbols
represent bivalent cation removal percentage. Error bars represent
the standard deviation of the mean of replicate experiments.
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(50–750 lM). The insignificant roles of Ca2+ and Mg2+ on
Si removal, and vice versa, suggest there is not a strong di-
rect interaction between Si and Ca2+/Mg2+.

3.2. Structural characterization of reference materials

In this section, we relate the crystal structure of each ref-
erence mineral to characteristic features in the characteriza-
tion data. Images of the polyhedral structures of each
investigated reference mineral along with a brief description
of important structural features are given in Fig. 3. Fig. 4a
and b overlay the EXAFS spectra and their Fourier-trans-
forms, respectively, on top of the shell-by-shell fits. The
PDFs of reference material are overlain to the refinements
and are also separated into their partial component PDFs
in Fig. 4c. A summary of the EXAFS and PDF fitting
parameters is given in the EA.

3.2.1. Goethite

Goethite (Goe) consists of bands of edge-sharing FeO6

octahedra, with each band oriented to share corners, form-
ing tunnels that are bridged by H atoms (Fig. 3) (Schwert-
mann and Cornell, 1991). Each FeO6 octahedron in the
Goe crystal consists of different Fe–O distances ranging
from 1.93 to 2.14 Å. The FeO6 octahedra of Goe are con-
nected by three distinct linkages, giving rise to three next
nearest-neighbor Fe–Fe distances: RFe–Fe1 = 3.02 Å for sin-
gle edge-sharing, RFe–Fe2 = 3.29 Å for double-edge sharing,
and RFe–Fe3 = 3.43 Å for corner-sharing FeO6 octahedra.

The partial PDFs (Fig. 3c) verify the Fe–O, edge-sharing
Fe–Fe and corner-sharing Fe–Fe peaks near 2.0, 3.0 Å and
3.4 Å, respectively. The subtle asymmetry at lower R in the
corner-sharing Fe–Fe peak at 3.4 Å is consistent with the
overlapping edge-sharing Fe–Fe pair at �3.3 Å identified
from the shell-by-shell EXAFS fits (Table EA1). The most
intense peak in the PDF at approximately 5.4 Å is primarily
due to Fe–Fe correlations. The crystal structure of Goe
contains 14 different Fe–Fe atomic pairs in the range of
5.3–5.5 Å. Two of these 14 Fe–Fe pairs exist exclusively
within the band of single and double edge-sharing FeO6

octahedra, whereas the remaining 12 pairs (85% of the
Fe–Fe pairs at this distance) contain a contribution from
corner-sharing FeO6 octahedra. Thus, in addition to the di-
rect corner-sharing peak near 3.4 Å, we consider the peak
near 5.4 Å diagnostic of corner-sharing FeO6 octahedra.

3.2.2. Lepidocrocite

The basic building block of lepidocrocite (Lp) is a band
of edge-sharing FeO6 octahedra similar to Goe, but in Lp,
individual bands are linked together through additional
edge-sharing connections to produce zig-zagging sheets
(Fig. 3) (Wyckoff, 1963). The two types of edge-sharing
linkages in Lp result in edge-sharing Fe–Fe distances at
3.05 and 3.06 Å. The corrugated edge-sharing FeO6 octahe-
dral sheets in Lp are offset from one another by approxi-
mately 6.4 Å in the (001) direction and are held together
by H-bonds, resulting in sheet stacking along the c-axis
direction (Wyckoff, 1963).

Consistent with the Fourier-transformed EXAFS spec-
trum, the dominant features of the Lp PDF at low R
include two peaks near 2.0 and 3.0 Å, which are assigned
to Fe–O and Fe–Fe atomic pairs of edge-sharing FeO6

octahedra. Based on the partial PDFs, the Fe–O peak at
4.2 Å and Fe–Fe peak at 5.2 Å can be assigned to atomic
pairs within an octahedral sheet (i.e. intra-sheet atomic
pairs). The differences in the shape of the Lp PDF in the
region from 6.4 to 9.2 Å compared to the other Fe reference
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materials identify this region of the PDF as a fingerprint for
Lp. The Fe–Fe contribution to the peak near 8.6 Å arises
exclusively from inter-sheet Fe–Fe atomic pairs. Accord-
ingly, the amplitude of this peak can be used to approxi-
mate the extent of coherent sheet-stacking in Lp.

3.1.3. 2-Line ferrihydrite

Currently, two structural models are cited for 2-line fer-
rihydrite (2LFh). The two models differ primarily in that
the model of Michel et al. (2007a) describes 2LFh as a sin-
gle phase consisting of approximately 20% tetrahedral Fe
(IVFe), whereas the model of Drits et al. (1993) consists of
entirely octahedral Fe (VIFe) in the form of three different
phases. The confirmation of IVFe in 2LFh has been
reported by independent research groups using Fe K-edge
XAS, Fe L-edge XAS, neutron scattering, and X-ray mag-
netic circular dichromatism (Harrington et al., 2011;
Maillot et al., 2011; Guyodo et al., 2012; Peak and Regier,
2012), although these studies have been disputed in recent
work (Manceau, 2011, 2012; Manceau and Gates, 2013;
Paktunc et al., 2013). However, there seems to be a growing
consensus of the use of the Michel model for 2LFh
(Cismasu et al., 2011, 2012; Dyer et al., 2012; Toner
et al., 2012). In this work, we use the Michel model as a
starting point to identify characteristic features present in
the PDFs of the samples.

The Michel model of 2LFh consists of Fe atoms in dif-
ferent coordination environments occupying multiple sites.
Edge-sharing FeO6 octahedra (VIFeE, site Fe1: RFe–

Fe = 2.94–3.02 Å) form an octahedral sheet similar to Lp,
but in 2LFh, each edge-sharing sheet contains a six-mem-
bered ring vacancy (Fig. 3). Either a second FeO6 octahe-
dron (VIFeC, site Fe2: RFe–Fe = 3.50 Å) or an FeO4
Fig. 3. Polyhedral representatio
tetrahedron (IVFeC, site Fe3: RFe–Fe = 3.39 Å) sits atop
the vacancy and shares corners with multiple VIFeE octahe-
dra of the six-membered ring vacancy site. The Fe polyhe-
dra that occupy the vacancy sites link together octahedral
sheets by sharing either edges (RFe–Fe = 3.13 Å) or corners
(RFe–Fe = 3.31 Å) with VIFeE octahedra of a different sheet.

The peaks in the 2LFh PDF are broader than for the
other reference materials, pointing to the disordered nature
of 2LFh. In contrast to the PDFs of Lp and Goe, the oscil-
lations in 2LFh disappear near 2.0 nm. This peak decay is
within the instrumental resolution (see Section EA4), indi-
cating that the range of structural coherence in 2LFh is near
2.0 nm, consistent with previous studies (Michel et al.,
2007b; Toner et al., 2012). To most accurately assign peaks
in the complete PDF, the partial Fe–O and Fe–Fe PDFs
were subdivided (Fig. 5) into the three Fe sites described
above: octahedral edge-sharing VIFeE, octahedral corner-
sharing VIFeC, and tetrahedral corner-sharing IVFeC. Con-
sistent with our shell-by-shell EXAFS fits (Table EA3),
the first Fe–O and Fe–Fe peaks in the PDF (<4 Å) are
due to the first and second shell of Fe polyhedra sharing
edges and corners. An intermediate-ranged fingerprint of
2LFh appears in the region from 4.0 to 7.0 Å and includes
three characteristic peaks near 4.7, 5.3, 6.2 Å, with a smaller
peak around 6.8 Å (herein denoted as Fh1, Fh2, Fh3, and
Fh4; see Table 2 and Fig. 5). Peaks Fh1 and Fh3 are due
primarily to Fe–O pairs exclusive to the edge-sharing octa-
hedral sheet (i.e. VIFeE), whereas peaks Fh2 and Fh4 arise
primarily due to corner-sharing Fe polyhedra (i.e. VIFeC

and VIFeE). Based on the 2LFh model refinement, Fe atoms
contained exclusively in the octahedral sheet of 2LFh can-
not produce the four peaks in the 2LFh fingerprint without
some corner-sharing Fe polyhedra.
ns of reference materials.



Fig. 4. (A) Fe K-edge EXAFS spectra, (B) Fourier-transformed Fe K-edge EXAFS spectra, and (C) complete and partial pair distribution
functions (PDF) of reference Fe minerals. The output from PDF refinements and shell-by-shell EXAFS fits appear as dotted lines while all
experimental data appear as solid black lines. The inset in (C) shows the PDFs extended out to approximately 2.5 nm.
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3.2.4. Scorodite

In the mineral scorodite (Scor), each corner of an AsO4

tetrahedron (RAs–O = 1.68–1.69 Å) is linked to the corner of
an FeO6 octahedron (RFe–O = 1.68–1.69 Å). The two
remaining uncoordinated vertices of the FeO6 octahedron
are bound to two hydrogen atoms (Kitahama et al.,
1975). No direct edge- or corner-sharing Fe–Fe (or As–
As) linkages exist in the mineral. Thus, the major polyhe-
dral linkage consists of corner-sharing AsO4 and FeO6

polyhedra (RFe–As = 3.34–3.39 Å). Although Scor contains
direct bonding between AsO4 and FeO6 polyhedra, the
dominant coordination environments of Fe and As(V) are
different than observed for As(V) adsorbed to Fe(III) (oxy-
hydr)oxides in the 2C geometry, where RAs–Fe is 3.25 Å in-
stead of approximately 3.36 Å as found in Scor (Sherman
and Randall, 2003).

The PDF of Scor shows scattering from atomic pairs
involving both As and Fe atoms. The peak near 1.7 Å in
the PDF is due to As–O pairs of the AsO4 tetrahedron.
The next two peaks at approximately 2.0 and 3.4 Å in the
Scor PDF are consistent with the Fe–O and Fe–As pairs
identified in the Fourier-transformed EXAFS spectrum
(Table EA1). The intense peak near 5.5 Å is mainly due
to Fe–Fe pairs; no peak is due to As–As pairs only. Most
intermediate-ranged peaks are mixtures of the atomic pairs
present in Scor.

3.3. Background electrolytes

The Fe K-edge EXAFS spectra, Fourier transforms and
PDFs of the BgE samples (NaCl, CaCl2 and MgCl2) as well
as Lp and 2LFh appear in Fig. 6.

3.3.1. EXAFS spectroscopy

The EXAFS spectra of the BgE samples display features
similar to that of Lp, such as the broadened asymmetric first
oscillation between 3 and 5.5 Å�1. The few differences be-
tween the EXAFS spectra of BgE samples relative to that
of Lp include the slightly reduced oscillation near 6.1 Å�1,
the absence of the subtle shoulder in the oscillation at
7.5 Å�1, and the reduced amplitude of the two oscillations
between 9 and 11 Å�1. As shown in the Fourier-transformed



Fig. 5. Partial component pair distribution functions of 2LFh. In
the Michel model of 2LFh, site Fe1 is VIFeE, site Fe2 is VIFeC, and
site Fe3 is IVFeC. Fh1, Fh2, Fh3 and Fh4 indicate peaks in the
2LFh fingerprint. The PDF refinement appears as a solid black line
and the experimental PDF appears as a dotted black line.
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EXAFS spectra, the short-ranged structures of Lp and the
BgE samples are generally similar and consist of comparable
contributions of Lp-like Fe–O and edge-sharing Fe–Fe
scattering.

3.3.2. Pair distribution function

Consistent with Lp, two peaks attributed to Fe–O and
edge-sharing Fe–Fe atomic pairs dominate the BgE sample
PDFs at R < 4 Å. Beyond 4 Å, the BgE sample PDFs begin
to show differences in relative peak amplitude and breadth
compared to the Lp PDF. Fig. 6 shows the calculated PDFs
derived from a supercell (see Section EA4) of model Lp
nanoparticles with one, two, and three coherently stacked
edge-sharing FeO6 sheets along with the calculated PDF
of an “ideal” periodic Lp crystal extending out to infinity
in all directions.

The calculated double-sheet PDF reproduces almost all
intermediate-ranged peaks of the BgE sample PDFs better
Table 2
Identification of peak fingerprints in 2LFh and Lp PDFs.

2LFh
peak ID

R (Å) Atomic
pair(s)

Primary contributions

Fh1 4.7 Fe–O VIFeE–O
Fh2 5.3 Fe–Fe VIFeE–VIFeC and

VIFeE–IVFeC

Fh3 6.2 Fe–O VIFeE–O
Fh4 6.8 Fe–Fe VIFeE–VIFeC

Peak identification is based on PDF refinements of reference 2LFh (Mic
than the single-sheet, triple-sheet, or periodic models. Com-
parison between the single-sheet model PDF and the peri-
odic Lp model PDF suggests that peak Lp1 near 5.8 Å
and peak Lp3 near 7.2 Å correspond to scattering within
a single sheet, whereas peak Lp2 near 6.2 Å and peak
Lp4 near 8.6 Å correspond to scattering between individual
sheets. Beyond 10 Å, the double-sheet calculation also most
accurately reproduces the sample PDFs (see inset of Fig. 6).

Although all of the PDFs for the BgE samples are sim-
ilar, some differences exist. The first and second nearest-
neighbor atomic correlations in the MgCl2 sample PDF
are similar to the other samples in relative height, but the
absolute magnitude of these peaks in the MgCl2 sample
PDF is reduced. The majority of the peaks beyond 4 Å in
the MgCl2 sample PDF are broader and less intense than
the PDFs of NaCl and CaCl2 samples, suggesting reduced
intermediate ordering. Additionally, the amplitudes of the
peaks in the MgCl2 sample (Fig. 6 inset) decay at lower R

than the NaCl and CaCl2 samples, pointing to a smaller
coherent scattering domain (CSD) in the MgCl2 sample.
The apparent reduction in crystallinity in the MgCl2 sample
can be rationalized by the higher uptake of Mg2+ relative to
Ca2+ and the consequent disruption of Fe bonding in these
samples, which is consistent with the adsorption behavior
of Mg2+ and Ca2+ to Fe(III) minerals at circumneutral
pH (Sverjensky, 2006; Kanematsu et al., 2013).

3.4. Phosphate concentration series

3.4.1. EXAFS spectroscopy

Fig. 7 displays the Fe K-edge EXAFS spectra of the P
concentration series (P50, P50+Ca, P50+Mg, P150,
P150+Ca, and P150+Mg) alongside the Lp and 2LFh refer-
ences. The EXAFS spectra for the P50, P50+Ca and
P50+Mg samples share similar features to the EXAFS spec-
tra of the BgE samples including the broadened first oscilla-
tion between 3 and 5.5 Å�1. Among these three low P
samples, Ca2+ or Mg2+ does not significantly alter the line
shape or phase of any of the oscillations. Two peaks of sim-
ilar amplitude due to Fe–O and edge-sharing Fe–Fe scatter-
ing dominate the Fourier-transformed EXAFS spectra of
the low P samples, consistent with Lp and the BgE samples.

Small differences exist between the EXAFS spectra of
the high initial P samples (P150, P150+Ca and
P150+Mg) and the BgE samples. The first oscillation in
the EXAFS spectra of the P150 and P150+Mg samples lack
the broad shoulder characteristic of Lp. Additionally, the
Lp peak
ID

R (Å) Atomic pair(s) Primary
contributions

Lp1 5.8 Fe–O and Fe–Fe Inter-sheet
Lp2 6.2 Fe–O and Fe–Fe Intra-sheet

Lp3 7.2 Fe–O and Fe–Fe Intra-sheet
Lp4 8.6 Fe–Fe Inter-sheet

hel et al., 2007a) and Lp (Wyckoff, 1963).



Fig. 6. (A) Fe K-edge EXAFS spectra, (B) Fourier-transformed EXAFS spectra, and (C) PDFs of precipitates generated in background
electrolytes (NaCl, CaCl2, and MgCl2;BgE samples). The top four PDFs in (C) are calculated based on the crystal structure of Lp using
models clusters containing one, two, three and an infinite number of coherently stacked sheets. The bottom three PDFs in (C) are
experimental data. Lp1, Lp2, Lp3, and Lp4 highlight characteristic peaks in both the experimental and calculated PDFs that differ from peaks
in an “ideal” lepidocrocite crystal (Periodic Lp). Arrows in (C) denote changes in relative peak intensities that are indicative of changes in
sheet stacking order. The inset in (C) shows the PDF extended out to 2.5 nm.
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broadened oscillations beyond approximately 8.5 Å�1 in
these two samples begin to resemble the 2LFh EXAFS
spectrum. In contrast, the P150+Ca sample resembles the
EXAFS spectra of the low P and BgE samples, suggesting
the presence of Ca2+ leads to a more Lp-like average local
structure. Consistent with higher Fe–Fe ordering in
the P150+Ca sample, the second-shell peak amplitude of
the Fourier transform is increased relative to those of the
P150 and P150+Mg samples.

3.4.2. Pair distribution function

All PDFs in the P series (Figs. 8 and 9) contain Lp-like
signatures to varying extents. Fe–O and edge-sharing Fe–
Fe peaks dominate the short-ranged region (<4 Å) of the
P50, P50+Ca and P50+Mg PDFs. The reduced intensity
of sheet-stacking peaks Lp1 and Lp4 in the low P PDFs
suggests that these samples contain less sheet-stacking order
than Lp, and in some cases, less than the BgE samples.
Although it is not possible to quantify the average number
of coherently-stacked sheets in the low P samples, the
trends suggest single- and double-stacked sheets.

The PDFs of the high P samples (150P, 150P+Ca and
150P+Mg) contain a peak near 1.5–1.6 Å consistent with
P–O scattering from PO4 tetrahedra. These samples also
contain amplitude from 3.2 to 3.6 Å that is absent from
the Lp PDF, which may be due to a minor fraction of cor-
ner-sharing Fe or Fe–P pairs of sorbed PO4, (RFe–P of 3.2–
3.3 Å for sorbed PO4 or amorphous Fe(III)-phosphate
(Rose et al., 1996, 1997) (Voegelin et al., 2010)). The three
peaks from 4.0 to 5.5 Å in the high P samples are broad-
ened and the Lp1 and Lp4 sheet-stacking peaks are reduced
compared to the low P samples. The peak amplitudes of the



Fig. 7. (A) Fe K-edge EXAFS spectra of precipitate samples
generated in electrolytes containing P, As(V), or Si in the presence
or absence of 1 mM CaCl2 or 1 mM MgCl2. Spectra for Lp and
2LFh accompany each concentration series to aid fingerprinting of
characteristic line shapes.

Fig. 8. Pair distribution functions (PDFs) of precipitate samples
generated in electrolytes containing P, As(V), or Si in the presence
or absence of 1 mM CaCl2 or 1 mM MgCl2. The PDFs for Lp and
2LFh accompany each concentration series to aid fingerprinting of
characteristic peak positions and magnitudes.
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P150+Mg PDF appear to decay at lower R than both the
high P samples and 2LFh, suggesting that the CSD of the
P150+Mg sample is less than the 2.0 nm CSD typically re-
ported for of 2LFh (Michel et al., 2007b).

3.5. Arsenate concentration series

3.5.1. EXAFS spectroscopy

Fig. 7 presents the Fe K-edge EXAFS spectra of the
As(V) concentration series. The line shape and phase of
the As50 EXAFS spectrum, including the symmetric first-
oscillation between 3 and 5.5 Å�1 and small hump near
5.3 Å�1, resemble that of 2LFh, whereas the asymmetric
first oscillation in the EXAFS spectra of the As50+Ca
and As50+Mg samples resembles that of Lp. The 2nd:1st
shell peak amplitude ratio is larger in the As50+Ca and
As50+Mg samples relative to the As50 sample, suggesting



Fig. 9. Comparison of the local structures (first few coordination spheres) of identical samples using (A) the PDF and (B) EXAFS techniques.
The vertical lines highlight peaks due to atomic pairs from P/As(V)/Si–O, Fe–O, Fe–FeE (edge-sharing Fe octahedra), Fe–AsC (corner-sharing
AsO4 and FeO6 polyhedra), and Fe–FeC (corner-sharing Fe polyhedra).
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an increase in local Fe–Fe coordination in these two
samples.

The EXAFS spectra of the high As(V) samples all exhi-
bit features observed in the EXAFS spectrum of 2LFh,
such as the symmetric first oscillation between 3 and
5.5 Å�1. However, several features in the EXAFS spectra
of the high As(V) samples are broadened or reduced rela-
tive to those of 2LFh, including the prominent oscillations
near 6.2 and 8.3 Å�1 and the small oscillations near 5.3 and
7.5 Å�1, which are reduced in the As150 sample and absent
in the As150+Ca and As150+Mg samples. Furthermore,
the oscillation from 9 to 11 Å�1 contains only one broad
peak in the EXAFS spectra of the high As(V) samples.
The Fourier-transformed EXAFS spectra of the high
As(V) samples display a reduced second-shell peak relative
to that of 2LFh. The second-shell peak amplitudes decrease
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in the order of increasing As(V) uptake (As150 > As150+-
Ca � As150+Mg). Because the high initial As(V) samples
contain up to 30 mol% As(V), the contribution of Fe–As
scattering to the second-shell peak cannot be excluded a
priori (nor Fe–P and Fe–Si in the P and Si series). Thus,
three overlapping paths can contribute to the second-shell
peak of these samples: edge-sharing Fe–Fe, R � 3.0 Å; cor-
ner-sharing Fe–Fe, R � 3.4 Å; and corner-sharing Fe–As,
R � 3.2–3.3 Å. Shell-by-shell fits of a representative sample
in this series (As150+Mg) supported only an edge-sharing
Fe–Fe path with RFe–Fe = 3.06 Å (A = 1.0 ± 0.2,
vm

2 = 59.5) in the second shell (Fig. EA2, Table EA2). At-
tempts to add an Fe–As path near 3.25 Å corresponding
to sorbed As(V) in the 2C geometry or an Fe–Fe path near
3.4 Å corresponding to corner-sharing Fe polyhedra re-
sulted in non-physical (negative) values for A, unreasonable
values for R, and an increase in vm

2 (see Table EA2). That
corner-sharing Fe linkages were not detected by shell-by-
shell EXAFS fits in this sample is consistent with previous
studies reporting that the presence of As(V) inhibits
corner-sharing FeO6 octahedral linkages during Fe(III)
polymerization (Waychunas et al., 1993; Paktunc et al.,
2008; Maillot et al., 2013).

3.5.2. Pair distribution function

The PDFs of all the low As(V) samples contain an As–O
peak of similar intensity near 1.7 Å. In the As50 PDF,
which resembles the 2LFh PDF, the peaks from approxi-
mately 2.5–4.0 Å are broadened and overlap more than
those of 2LFh. Peaks Fh1–Fh4 of the 2LFh fingerprint ap-
pear in the As50 PDF, but the corner-sharing Fe–Fe peak
Fh4 is reduced in the As50 sample. Despite the reduced
intensity of some characteristic corner-sharing peaks rela-
tive to 2LFh, the CSD of the As50 PDF is at least as large
as that of 2LFh, suggesting that structural coherence can be
maintained even with the loss of some polyhedral connec-
tions. Although the As50+Ca and As50+Mg PDFs display
fingerprints of Lp, these sample PDFs contain amplitude in
the region of 3.2–3.5 Å that is absent in the Lp PDF. Based
on the presence of the As–O peak near 1.7 Å, it is likely that
sorbed As(V) (RAs-Fe of 3.2–3.3 Å, refer to Section 3.2.4)
contributes to this amplitude. The presence of Fe–As pairs
at this distance can also explain the overlap of the peaks
near 3.0 and 3.4 Å in the As50 PDF. Both the As50+Ca
and As50+Mg samples contain three peaks from 4.0 to
5.5 Å that are similarly broadened as the high P samples.
The Lp1 and Lp4 sheet-stacking peaks are reduced or ab-
sent entirely in the As50+Ca and As50+Mg samples, but
the amplitudes of these peaks in the As50+Ca PDF are
more intense than As50+Mg. The amplitude of the peaks
are generally more intense and extend out to higher R in
the As50+Ca PDF (CSD > 2.5 nm) relative to the
As50+Mg PDF, suggesting more structural coherence in
the As50+Ca sample.

The PDFs of the high As(V) samples all display 2LFh-
like signatures, but the As150 PDF is the most similar to
the PDF of 2LFh. Edge- and corner-sharing Fe–Fe peaks
at 3.0 and 3.4 Å are visible in the As150 PDF, but scattering
from As–Fe pairs near 3.25 Å obscures the edge-sharing
Fe–Fe peak more than in the As50 PDF. The 2LFh
fingerprint (peaks Fh1–Fh4) appears in the As150 PDF
but peak Fh4 is reduced. Despite the twofold larger
As(V) solids ratio in the As150 sample relative to As50,
the CSDs of both of these samples are similar. The PDFs
of the As150+Ca and As150+Mg samples, which have
the highest As(V) solids ratios, have more intense As–O
(1.7 Å) and As–Fe (3.25 Å) peaks than the As150 PDF.
The As–Fe peak from sorbed As(V) dominates the region
from 2.5 to 4.0 Å in the As150+Ca and As150+Mg PDFs,
but the width of this peak implies the presence of some
additional Fe–Fe pairs in both samples. Beyond 4 Å, the
only clear features of the As150+Ca and As150+Mg PDFs
are the peaks in the 2LFh fingerprint; however, peak Fh4
vanishes, which is consistent with the reduced intensity of
the direct corner-sharing Fe–Fe peak near 3.4 Å. The peaks
in the As150+Ca and As150+Mg samples become indis-
cernible at R < 1.0 nm, indicating that the CSD in these
samples does not extend beyond 1.0 nm.

3.6. Silicate concentration series

3.6.1. EXAFS spectroscopy

The EXAFS spectra (Fig. 7) of the three low (250Si,
250Si+Ca, 250Si+Mg) and three high (750Si, 750Si+Ca,
750Si+Mg) Si samples all display 2LFh-like fingerprints,
including the symmetric first oscillation between 3 and
5.5 Å�1. Several characteristic features of the low and high
Si EXAFS spectra are reduced or broadened compared to
those of 2LFh, including the intense oscillations near 6.2
and 8.3 Å�1 and the small oscillations near 5.3 and
7.5 Å�1 indicative of corner-sharing Fe–Fe linkages. The
split oscillation from 9 to 11 Å�1 in all Si EXAFS spectra
is broadened compared to that of 2LFh. The Fourier-trans-
formed EXAFS spectra of the low and high Si samples con-
tain similar first- and second-shell peaks, but the amplitude
of the second-shell peak in the low and high Si Fourier-
transforms is reduced relative to that of 2LFh. To elucidate
the contribution to the second-shell amplitude of a repre-
sentative sample in the Si series, we attempted to fit the sec-
ond shell of the Si750+Ca sample with Fe–Fe paths
corresponding to both edge- and corner-sharing Fe polyhe-
dra (Fig. EA2 and Table EA2). The fit supported the edge-
sharing Fe–Fe path, returning values of 3.06 Å for RFe–Fe

and 1.7 ± 0.1 for A, which are very similar to previous
shell-by-shell fit results of Fe(III) precipitates generated in
the presence of similar Si (and Ca2+) concentrations (van
Genuchten et al., 2012). The attempt to add a corner-shar-
ing path to the fit resulted in a reasonable RFe–Fe (3.42 Å),
but low A with high uncertainty (0.3 ± 0.2). Most impor-
tantly, the addition of this corner-sharing Fe path resulted
in a larger vm

2 value compared to the edge-sharing Fe–Fe
path alone, which ultimately fails the test of statistical sig-
nificance (see Section 2.4). Therefore, the presence of cor-
ner-sharing Fe linkages in this representative sample is, at
best, ambiguous, if not altogether unsupported by the fit.
The absence of corner-sharing Fe polyhedra in Fe(III) pre-
cipitates generated in the presence of Si has been reported
previously using shell-by-shell EXAFS fits and has been ex-
plained by the surface poisoning effects of Si (Doelsch et al.,
2000; Pokrovski et al., 2003).
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3.6.2. Pair distribution function

All PDFs of the Si concentration series exhibit 2LFh-
like fingerprints regardless of the initial Si concentration
or the presence of Ca2+ or Mg2+. Consistent with the work
of Dyer et al. (2012), all PDFs in the Si series display a
small Si–O peak near 1.6 Å, an intense Fe–O peak near
2.0 Å and a series of broad overlapping peaks from 3 to
4 Å that are reduced in amplitude relative to 2LFh. The
Si–O peak is more defined in the high Si PDFs, which is
likely due to the higher Si:Fe solids ratio in these samples.
The shape of the edge-sharing Fe–Fe peak near 3.0–3.1 Å
is similar in both the low and high Si PDFs, but the low
Si PDFs contain more amplitude near the Fe–Fe corner-
sharing distance of 3.4 Å. The overlap in the edge- (3.0 Å)
and corner-sharing (3.4 Å) Fe–Fe peaks in the Si PDFs is
presumably due to atomic pairs involving Si. Similar to P
and As(V), Si binds to Fe(III) (oxyhydr)oxides primarily
in the 2C geometry with RSi–Fe near 3.2 Å (Pokrovski
et al., 2003; Kanematsu et al., 2013). In this configuration,
Si inhibits Fe–Fe corner-sharing linkages, which is consis-
tent with the trends in the amplitude of the 3.4 Å Fe–Fe
peak, which decreases in the order of 2LFh > low Si sam-
ples > high Si samples. The amplitudes of peaks Fh1–Fh3
of the 2LFh fingerprint are reduced in the high Si samples
relative to the low Si samples. Consistent with the decrease
in the direct corner-sharing Fe–Fe peak near 3.4 Å, peak
Fh4 vanishes in all Si PDFs. The CSD of the Si samples
is smaller than in 2LFh, with all peaks disappearing at
R < 1.5 nm for the low Si samples and R < 1.2 nm for the
high Si samples.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Formation of pseudo-lepidocrocite: the EC precipitate

crystalline end-member

In our study, the BgE samples correspond to the mate-
rial generated under the chemical conditions most favorable
for crystal growth. However, systematic changes in charac-
teristic peaks of the BgE sample PDFs relative to the Lp
PDF indicate a reduction in sheet-stacking coherence. In
a recent study, the EXAFS spectrum of a similar precipi-
tates generated from Fe(II) oxidation in a NaHCO3 electro-
lyte was fit by linear combinations of Lp, Goe, 2LFh, and
Si-HFO reference spectra (Voegelin et al., 2010). The
authors hypothesized that the 70% Lp (30% 2LFh+Goe)
returned by the fit was due to a minor fraction of Goe
(�11%) and (1) the presence of an additional minor,
short-ranged phase, or (2) a difference in the crystallinity
between the Lp-like sample and Lp reference. Considering
the results of Voegelin et al. (2010), we examined the
changes to the PDF due to varying mass fractions of Lp
and 2LFh (Fig. EA3). We find that none of the analyzed
mass ratios of Lp and 2LFh (i.e. 90:10, 75:25, 50:50, or
25:75, or 10:90) could reproduce the PDFs of the BgE sam-
ples. Thus, we argue that the deviation in the BgE sample
PDFs relative to Lp are best explained by sheet-stacking
disorder, rather than the presence of multiple phases. The
formation of Goe in the BgE samples is not likely due to
the rapid reaction time and the absence of bicarbonate,
although in natural groundwater Goe is more likely to form
due to the presence of bicarbonate.

Poor sheet-stacking coherence has been observed in nat-
ural and synthetic lepidocrocites (Schwertamnn and Taylor,
1979). Layer-type minerals that have less order along the c-
axis relative to the a and b axes are often designated by the
“pseudo” prefix, such as the Al oxyhydroxide, pseudo-
boehmite (c-AlOOH), which is isostructural to Lp (Grebille
and Berar, 1986). Because a “pseudo”-Lp forms in solu-
tions containing different ion combinations (e.g. NaCl,
CaCl2, P50+Mg, P150+Ca, As50+Ca, etc.), it is likely that
poor sheet-stacking coherence does not arise exclusively
from electrolyte effects hindering inter-sheet H-bonding. In-
stead, this structural effect might be promoted by the rapid
oxidation and polymerization and short reaction stage of
our synthesis, which may not provide sufficient time for
multiple sheets to orient into coherently scattering stacks.

A lack of coherent sheet stacking is not expected to
strongly influence the reactivity of pseudo-Lp precipitates
in EC systems based on the site density of different func-
tional groups on the Lp surface. Doubly coordinated oxy-
gens (>Fe2OH) terminating the (001) Lp face are
considered inert on Lp as well as other Fe(III) (oxy-
hydr)oxide minerals (e.g. Goe, 2LFh) (Villalobos et al.,
2009; Hiemstra, 2013) due to their stable bond valence
(Pauling, 1929). Reactive surface oxygen atoms terminate
Lp edges in the (100) and (010) directions and are the sur-
face functional groups expected to undergo ligand exchange
with oxyanion adsorptives to form 2C inner-sphere com-
plexes (Hiemstra, 2013), which is the dominant surface
coordination geometry of P, As(V) and Si adsorbed to
Fe(III) (oxyhydr)oxide minerals (Pokrovski et al., 2003;
Sherman and Randall, 2003; Kwon and Kubicki, 2004;
Khare et al., 2007). Thus, low sheet-stacking coherence,
which might expose more of the (001) surface to the bulk
electrolyte, would not generate more reactive sites than a
coherent stack of similar sized sheets assuming similar reac-
tivity at the particle edges. Reactivity is likely to be more
dependent on the size of each individual sheet, with a smal-
ler sheet exhibiting more reactive edge sites per mass. Based
on the Lp PDF sheet-stacking calculations, the range of
structural coherence along the c-axis in the pseudo-Lp sam-
ples is 60.7 nm (62 coherent sheets). Consequently, the ob-
served CSD for pseudo-Lp samples (2.5–3.0 nm), which
provides a lower bound on particle size (Egami and Billin-
ge, 2003), can yield an upper bound on the number of reac-
tive edge sites.

4.2. P, As(V), and Si oxyanions influence EC precipitate

structure differently

Several studies comparing P and As(V) adsorption to
preformed Fe(III) (oxyhydr)oxide minerals report similar
uptake behavior, competition over surface sites, and similar
binuclear 2C corner-sharing adsorption mechanisms (Man-
ning and Goldberg, 1996; Jain and Loeppert, 2000; Zhao
and Stanforth, 2001; Antelo et al., 2005; Zeng et al.,
2008). Despite the similar uptake of P and As(V) observed
in our study (0.09–0.1 mol:mol for P50 and As50, 0.22–
0.24 mol:mol for P150 and As), the P series PDFs indicate
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a pseudo-Lp average structure, whereas the As(V) series
samples consist of dominant 2LFh-like phases. We argue
that the persistence of Lp-like material in the P series arises
from the formation of multiple phases, consistent with the
sequential uptake of P (Voegelin et al., 2010), whereas the
As(V) (and Si) series samples are more likely to consist of
a single 2LFh-like phase.

The reactive surface sites of Lp lie on mineral edges in
the (100) and (010) directions (Venema et al., 1998; Kim
et al., 2008). Accordingly, we calculated a maximum P:Fe
solids ratio for the pseudo-Lp P150 sample based on the
2.2 nm CSD obtained from the PDF and assuming that
only one PO4 tetrahedron may bind to an FeO6 octahe-
dron. We estimated that a maximum of 9 PO4 tetrahedra
(5 in the (100), 4 in the (010) directions) can adsorb to
2.2 nm diameter pseudo-Lp single sheets consisting of 65
Fe atoms, yielding a P:Fe capacity of 0.14 mol:mol. This
calculated maximum adsorption capacity cannot account
for the 0.22 mol:mol solids ratio measured in the P150
sample.

The adsorption capacity of poorly crystalline HFO or
amorphous Fe(III) polymers coprecipitated in the presence
of oxyanions has been reported to approach 0.7 mol:mol
(Waychunas et al., 1993). At the onset of electrolysis and
Fe(III) precipitation, the P:Fe solution ratio is �1, which
is consistent with the conditions under which disordered
polymers form (Rose et al., 1996, 1997). With hypothetical
solids ratios of 0.7 and 0.14 mol:mol for the P–Fe polymers
and pseudo-Lp phases, respectively, a material consisting of
both 14% polymeric P–Fe phases and 86% pseudo-Lp can
account for the 0.22 mol:mol solids ratio observed in the
P150 sample. A greater than 85% fraction of pseudo-Lp
would make the detection of P–Fe polymers difficult by
X-ray techniques that probe the average structure and coor-
dination environment. A similar argument can be made for
the formation of multiple phases in the P50 sample, where
the initial P:Fe ratio is also large.

In contrast to the P series, the As(V) series is dominated
by precipitates with an average 2LFh-like structure.
Whereas P and As(V) have similar chemical properties
(charge, tetrahedral geometry), there are small differences
in their speciation and adsorption equilibrium constants:
at pH 7.5 As(V) exists as 85% HAsO4

2� and 15%
H2AsO4

�, P exists as 66% HPO4
2� and 33% H2PO4

�

(1999); logKAs(V) = 5.6; log KP = 5.8 for sorption to copre-
cipitated Fe(III) (oxyhydr)oxides (Roberts et al., 2004). The
difference in their effect on Fe precipitate structure may also
be related to the different sizes of the PO4 and AsO4 tetra-
hedra. The average distance between the oxygen atoms that
bind to adjacent Fe polyhedra in the 2C geometry (tetrahe-
dral vertex to vertex distance) is shorter for P (2.45 Å)
(Khare et al., 2007) than for As(V) (2.74 Å) (Kitahama
et al., 1975). Consequently, adsorption of PO4 in the 2C
geometry has been reported to distort adjacent FeO6 octa-
hedra, which have an O–O distance of approximate 3.0 Å,
to accommodate the shorter 2.45 Å O–O distance (Kwon
and Kubicki, 2004; Khare et al., 2007). The larger distor-
tion to the FeO6 octahedra upon PO4 adsorption can be
expected to render crystal growth less favorable in the case
of P adsorption, leading to stable P-bearing polymers
consisting of only a few Fe atoms with a large P:Fe ratio.
Consistent with our structural data, the large solids ratio
of P–Fe polymers would take up significant fractions of P
at low Fe doses, leaving the subsequent Fe(III) to polymer-
ize into more crystalline material. In contrast, As(V)
adsorption can be expected to cause less distortion in Fe
polyhedral bonding, leading to a 2LFh-like structure with
more Fe polyhedral linkages than P–Fe polymers. In fact,
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of Fe(III)
precipitates formed in the presence of As(V) (initial As:-
Fe(III) of 0.13, pH < 4.5) (Paktunc et al., 2008) and P (ini-
tial P:Fe(II) of 0.12 and 0.42, pH 7) (Kaegi et al., 2010)
show evidence of a single 2LFh-like phase and multi-phase
material, respectively.

Despite the lower uptake of Si compared to P or As(V),
Si has a greater influence on the resulting average precipi-
tate structure (Si250 is 2LFh-like, P150 is Lp-like), which
can be explained by the formation a single Si-HFO phase.
Using the Michel model, Hiemstra (2013) reports that
2.5 nm diameter 2LFh particles exhibit a surface site den-
sity of approximately 0.6 mol:mol of the singly coordinated
oxygen ligand (>FeOH) involved in 2C binding geometries
(Stachowicz et al., 2008; Kanematsu et al., 2013). For the
smaller primary crystallite size of our Si samples (CSDs
of 1.1–1.5 nm), the measured Si solids ratio can be attained
in a single 2LFh-like phase.

Although the initial Si concentration in the Si250 and
Si750 samples is higher than the other oxyanion samples,
these Si values are representative of the Si content
(�1 mM) in natural waters (BGS, 2001; Roberts et al.,
2004). The abundance of Si relative to P and As(III/V)
(Si:P:As � 100:10:1), combined with its effects on the for-
mation of EC precipitates, suggest that Si will control the
average structure of EC precipitates generated in the field,
which is consistent with previous work (Roberts et al.,
2004; van Genuchten et al., 2012). Confirming the domi-
nant influence of Si on EC precipitate structure, the PDFs
of sludge samples (Section EA5 and Fig. EA4) collected
from EC field treatment experiments in an arsenic-affected
region of West Bengal, India resemble the Si sample PDFs
with reduced CSDs and 2LFh-like fingerprints. Due to both
the higher surface site density and specific surface area of
2LFh-like material relative to pseudo-Lp (Hiemstra,
2013), the field treatment sludge and the samples in the Si
series should exhibit more reactive sorption sites than pseu-
do-Lp, which should enhance As(V) uptake given the or-
ders of magnitude higher adsorption affinity of As(V)
than Si (Roberts et al., 2004).

4.3. Bivalent cation:oxyanion interaction strongest in order of

Ca > Mg; P > As(V) > Si

The >90% removal of P at all initial concentrations in
the presence of Ca2+, combined with the near stoichiome-
tric removal of Ca2+ in the P250 and P500 samples, points
to the strong interaction between Ca2+ and P. The struc-
tural data from the P series show an increase in precipitate
ordering and crystallinity in the presence of Ca2+, which
has been explained previously by the formation of P–O–
Ca bonds that modify the surface-poisoning behavior of
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P during Fe(III) polymerization (Voegelin et al., 2010).
Although the same trend of increased P uptake and precip-
itate ordering is observed in presence of Mg2+, the effects
are not as pronounced as observed for Ca2+. Accordingly,
the interplay between Mg2+ and P during Fe(III) polymer-
ization may involve a larger contribution of electrostatic
interactions such as charge screening and electric double
layer compression.

Similarly, the change in phase from the 2LFh-like As50
sample to the more crystalline pseudo-Lp As50+Ca and
As50+Mg samples suggests the presence of direct As(V)–
O–Ca/Mg interactions that can reduce the surface-poison-
ing effects of As(V). However, the increase in As(V) uptake
in the presence of Ca2+ and Mg2+ is lower than the corre-
sponding increase in P uptake, suggesting a weaker
As(V)–Ca/Mg interaction than P–Ca/Mg. Whereas
changes in surface charge or double layer thickness might
explain the As(V) uptake behavior, the changes in precipi-
tate structure mediated by Ca2+ or Mg2+ seem to be best-
explained by direct As(V)–Ca/Mg association. Given the
similar properties of P and As(V) (e.g. charge, tetrahedral
coordination), we propose that As(V)–O–Ca bonds, analo-
gous to those formed in the P–Ca system, can form during
Fe(III) polymerization, although P likely has a higher affin-
ity than As(V) for Ca coordination. The presence of As–O–
Ca linkages have been suggested previously based on sys-
tematic changes in the As K-edge EXAFS spectrum of
Fe(III) material coprecipitated with As(III) in the presence
of Ca2+ (Voegelin et al., 2010).

The minor influence of bivalent cations on the uptake
and structural effects of Si may be reasoned in terms of de-
creased electrostatic interactions between Ca2+ or Mg2+

and the neutral SiðOHÞ40 species. This result is consistent
with the negligible effect of bivalent cations on Fe(III) min-
eral adsorption of As(III), a chemical analog of Si based on
its neutral charge (AsðOHÞ30) (Kanematsu et al., 2013).

Overall, the uptake and structural data for the P and
As(V) series appear to be consistent with stronger Ca–P/
As(V) interactions than Mg–P/As(V). Similar trends in en-
hanced P/As(V) adsorption to goethite in the presence of
Ca2+ relative to Mg2+ have been investigated using charge
distribution (CD) and extended triple layer (ETL) surface
complexation models. The CD modeling study (Stachowicz
et al., 2008) proposes that Ca2+ enhances electrostatic inter-
actions by adding more positive charge than Mg2+ to the
Stern Layer, whereas the ETL modeling study (Kanematsu
et al., 2013) suggests the formation of direct Ca–As(V)
bonding in ternary surface complexes. In the EC system,
the greater influence of Ca2+ than Mg2+ on Fe(III) precip-
itate structure and uptake of P/As(V) is consistent with the
formation of some direct cation–oxyanion bonding in the
Ca2+ and As(V)/P system, which is expected to be stronger
than the electrostatic interactions presumably dominating
in the Mg2+ and As(V)/P systems. Although electrostatics
may play a major role in both the Ca2+ and Mg2+ systems,
the lower ionic potential of Ca2+ (charge/ionic radius),
which favors stronger covalent-type bonding, can explain
the larger impact of Ca2+ relative to Mg2+.

With regards to the application of EC in field treatment,
the role of bivalent cations is complex. Here we show that
bivalent cations (Ca2+ > Mg2+) increase oxyanion uptake
(P > As(V) > Si) per mass of Fe, presumably by a combina-
tion of electrostatic interactions and direct bonding to
As(V)/P. However, Ca2+ has also been reported to decrease
the efficiency of arsenic uptake by Fe(III) (oxyhydr)oxides
in waters with high HCO3

�=CO3
2� by leading to CaCO3(s)

formation, which can associate with Fe(III) (oxy-
hydr)oxides and block reactive surface sites (Saalfield and
Bostick, 2010). Another aspect of field treatment influenced
by the interaction of bivalent cations and oxyanions is the
low-cost separation of oxyanion-bearing precipitates, which
is a challenge facing current EC operation (Amrose et al.,
2013). Whereas oxyanions reduce EC precipitate crystallite
size and lead to colloidally stable suspensions (Fig. 1), biva-
lent cations can both indirectly increase crystallite size
(P and As(V) series) and promote crystallite aggregation,
which increases settling velocity and facilitates particle
separation by low-cost gravitational settling.

In the context of particle separation, crystallite size as
probed by molecular scale techniques (PDF) should be dis-
tinguished from aggregated floc size as probed by macro-
scopic techniques (turbidity). Because the PDF is only
sensitive to coherent atomic ordering, the CSD derived
from the decay in the PDF provides a lower limit on parti-
cle size. The aggregation of primary crystallites or the for-
mation of an amorphous surface layer, for instance, do
not appear in the PDF, but are key physicochemical prop-
erties that influence macroscopic behaviors like particle set-
tling velocity. Although we show that bivalent cations can
increase the CSD and lead to more crystalline material, lar-
ger and more ordered crystallites do not necessarily have in-
creased settling velocities or ease of separation. For
instance, the As150+Ca/Mg samples, which have the small-
est CSDs in our study, settle more quickly than the P150
and As150 samples.

4.4. Insights into the polyhedral connectivity of oxyanion-

bearing HFO

Due to their influence on the mobility and bioavailabil-
ity of contaminants and nutrients, short-ranged Fe(III)
polymers that form in the presence of P, As(III,V), and Si
(i.e. P-HFO, As-HFO, Si-HFO and/or amorphous Fe–
As/P phases) have been the focus of intense research (e.g.
(Waychunas et al., 1993; Rose et al., 1996; Pokrovski
et al., 2003)). The structures of high oxyanion-bearing
Fe(III) precipitates are reported to differ relative to lab-syn-
thesized 2LFh based on a reduction in corner-sharing link-
ages as inferred from XAS analysis, consistent with our
shell-by-shell fits of As150+Mg and Si750+Ca samples.
However, describing the polyhedral connectivity of HFO
and/or amorphous Fe–As/P phases using shell-by-shell EX-
AFS fits alone can be limited by the presence of multiple
atomic paths that contribute to the broad second-shell peak
of the Fourier-transformed EXAFS spectra.

Our study demonstrates that the PDF technique can be
used to better understand the polyhedral connectivity of
poorly-ordered materials that can be difficult to interpret
using EXAFS spectroscopy. Despite differences in initial
electrolyte composition and local (1–4 Å) bonding
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environments as evidenced in the PDF, the most disordered
2LFh-like samples (e.g. As150+Ca/Mg; Si750+Ca/Mg)
share similar intermediate ranged correlations, suggesting
that these samples contain a similar “backbone” of coher-
ently-scattering atomic clusters that are present in lab-syn-
thesized 2LFh. The fact that peaks Fh1–Fh3 in the 2LFh
fingerprint appear in both the Si and As series confirms that
these peaks do not arise from atomic pairs involving Si or As
because a shift in peak position would be apparent due to the
difference in the sizes of the SiO4 (RSi–O � 1.6 Å) and AsO4

(RAs–O � 1.7 Å) tetrahedra. Based on the model refinement
for 2LFh, peaks Fh1 and Fh3 in the PDFs of 2LFh-like sam-
ples can be assigned to edge-sharing Fe polyhedra within an
edge-sharing sheet (site Fe1), whereas peak Fh2 (and Fh4
when present) arises from corner-sharing polyhedral (sites
Fe2 and Fe3) sitting atop vacancies in the edge-sharing sheet.
However, as determined by shell-by-shell fits, a significant
contribution of corner-sharing Fe linkages was not detected
in the corresponding Fourier-transformed EXAFS spectra
of identical samples. Thus, structural models derived from
EXAFS analysis alone that propose the presence of only
edge-sharing Fe–Fe polyhedra may not provide a complete
description of the atomic arrangement, which in our samples
requires a fraction of Fe to be in corner-sharing bonding
environments, as evidenced by the presence of peak Fh2
(and Fh4) in the 2LFh fingerprint.

In our most disordered samples (As150+Ca/Mg;
Si750+Ca/Mg), when peaks Fh1, Fh2, and Fh3 decrease
relative to these peaks in 2LFh, they do so almost uni-
formly, whereas peak Fh4 and the direct corner-sharing
Fe–Fe peak near 3.4 Å do so disproportionally. Because
the corner-sharing linkage between sites Fe2 and Fe3 (cor-
ner-sharing FeO6 and FeO4, respectively), does not contrib-
ute to Fh2 (see Fig. 5), the disproportionate reduction in
intensity of Fh4 and the direct corner-sharing peak relative
to Fh2 can be explained by a decrease in the occupancy of
sites Fe2 and Fe3. This decrease in Fe2 and Fe3 site occu-
pancy is consistent with a recent study showing that the sur-
face of 2LFh consists of depleted Fe2 and Fe3 sites,
whereas these same sites in the 2LFh mineral core are de-
fect-free (Hiemstra, 2013). The <1.0 nm CSD of our most
disordered samples points to a large surface to core ratio,
which would lead to a dramatic depletion of the Fe2 and
Fe3 sites. Moreover, we expect that oxyanion adsorption
is energetically favorable at the edge-sharing 6-membered
ring vacancy (Auffan et al., 2008), which is the location of
the Fe2 and Fe3 sites. Consequently, the presence of P,
As(V), and Si, well-known to inhibit corner-sharing Fe link-
ages, likely increase the depletion of the Fe2 and Fe3 sites
by competing with Fe polyhedra for the six-membered ring
vacancy during Fe(III) polymerization.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Our study shows that the electrolyte composition
strongly determines the structure, ion uptake behavior,
and colloidal stability of the Fe(III) precipitates generated
by the electrolytic dissolution of Fe(0) electrodes. In the ab-
sence of strongly adsorbing ions, a Lp-like precipitate with
poor sheet stacking coherence (pseudo-Lp) forms. The
presence of P, As(V), and Si oxyanions influences the result-
ing structure differently. Despite the similar uptake of P and
As(V), precipitates dominated by pseudo-Lp signatures
forms in the presence of P (initial P:Fe = 0.1 and 0.3),
whereas the presence of As(V) leads to predominantly
2LFh-like phases (initial As:Fe = 0.1 and 0.3). In the Si ser-
ies, a 2LFh-like material is produced in all analyzed sam-
ples even though the uptake of Si is less than in samples
having the same initial concentrations of P and As(V). In
this study, we show that the presence of bivalent cations
(1) enhances oxyanion uptake, (2) increases the aggregated
particle size as measured by settled turbidity, and (3) alters
mineral phase and primary crystallite size. Our results sug-
gest a systematic decrease in the strength of bivalent cat-
ion:oxyanion interactions in the order of Ca2+ > Mg2+

and P > As(V)� Si. We are able to interpret the intermedi-
ate-ranged region of the PDF of the most disordered oxy-
anion-bearing Fe(III) precipitate samples using the Michel
model. Despite the deficiency of corner-sharing Fe polyhe-
dra in some of our most disordered samples as determined
from shell-by-shell EXAFS fits, the corresponding PDFs
contain peaks attributed to corner-sharing polyhedra at
interatomic distances beyond the range available using
EXAFS spectroscopy. We attribute the decrease in cor-
ner-sharing Fe polyhedra in these samples relative to the
reference 2LFh to a reduction of surface Fe2 and Fe3 sites,
likely promoted by the presence of strongly adsorbing
oxyanions binding at these locations, whereas the precipi-
tate core contains a higher Fe2 and Fe3 site occupancy.
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